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This global cognizance program is anticipated to kindle a humungous consciousness in sustainable
development, unity in diversity, corporate culture, global citizenship, innovation and project
management, team building and leadership skills among students through its annual projects and
classroom sessions which were inter woven in the curriculum.
Vide global school partnership, DPS, Raipur and its counterpart, Hounsdown Science College,
Southampton, UK, and Elsmere College, UK have been edifying and exchanging knowledge in science,
mathematics, sports, art & aesthetics and cultural manifestos. Projects demonstrated and
administered were aimed to stimulate imagination and creativity. To endorse ethnicity, the kindergarten
showcased an enthralling fashion show with students flaunting their marriage apparels complimented
the ramp of the respective schools. The panoramic assortment of each activity was exchanged through
e-mails and video conferences. Feedbacks of the activities were shared with various schools of national
and international vistas, and dossier was compiled for perusal to British Council which resulted in the
school being ‘International School Awardee’ once again.
On completion of the entire undertaking, Principal, Mr. Raghunath Mukherjee beamed “Gallivanting
from one enterprise to the other to boost holistic learning, bonding and inter-cultural auspices, under
the able guidance of Ms. Sowmya Raghubir, International Coordinator was phenomenal.” He further
commended saying, “Many school’s teachers and students soaked in perennial perspiration and
peremptory determination, came forward in various team projects. From environmental issues to
community service, the teams undertook variegated activities in collaboration with different schools to
foster awareness and get rid of stereotypical ideas about each other’s culture. This assimilation of
thought and expression is proving fundamental in exponential growth of the school and I hope children
and teachers enjoy the fruits of this exchange lifelong.”
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